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Agreed compensation for individual partners should be based on their regular per hour rates and the time on any job. In the event compensation of partnership is insufficient to above then rates will be pro-rated.

In the event of surplus partners shall have equal shares. Partners shall have an equal right and obligation in the general partnership firm.
Agreed that administrative time directly connected with job as well as survey and design time should form the basis for billing clients and that this should be the basis for compensation of partners among themselves. Time used in promoting, general administration of partnership and conferences on policy making shall not be included.

Each man to keep and evaluate his own time.
AGREEMENT

ELDON M. STOCK
A. ALVIN BISHOP
DEAN F. PETERSON, JR.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

LOGAN, UTAH
August 31, 1949

On this date the partnership engaged in professional engineering and known as Stock-Bishop-Peterson of Logan, Utah, is dissolved because one of the partners, Dean F. Peterson, Jr., is no longer in residence. All obligations and interest of said Dean F. Peterson, Jr., in the said partnership, except as specifically reserved below, shall cease as of the date of this agreement. The reservations and exceptions shall be:

Said Dean F. Peterson, Jr., shall share equity in Logan City Pipe Line job as per memo dated August 31, 1949, and shall fully share any and all legal and professional responsibilities connected with the said Logan City Pipe Line job.

[Signatures]

Eldon M. Stock
A. Alvin Bishop

Witness

Dean F. Peterson, Jr.
Mr. A. Alvin Bishop  
Engineering Department  
Utah State Agricultural Department  
Logan, Utah  

Dear Bish:  

I am returning herewith the agreement.  

I was very interested in the results of our encounter with the law but I am more confused about legal matters than ever. What is to prevent the city from advertising for those items of work which were not under the original estimate and entering into an additional contract? I have a feeling that the judges' decision may not stand up although it may be that the Supreme Court would take the view that the entire contract was illegal. Let me know what happens.  

We are installed in our house here now and I am beginning to get a little bit of the feel of things. There is lots of opportunity here. So far it has been kind of lonely and we miss the good times at Logan. Give my regards to Eldon.  

With best wishes.  

Sincerely yours,  

Dean F. Peterson, Jr.  
Head, Civil Engineering Department  

DFP:mn  
Encl. 2
Aug 31, 1949

Agreed that relative to Logan City Pipe line job all time of partners shall first be paid at $3.50 per hour and that remainder shall be split as follows:

D. F. Peterson       4/18
Elden M. Stock       7/18
A. Elvin Bishop      7/18

If any rate reduction is necessary it shall be applied only to time since July 11, 1949.

D.F.                
E.M.               
A.B.